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Summary
Meanwood Market Garden is looking for a Community Grower to help with all aspects of running a 1 acre Market Garden

social enterprise on a public educational farm in Leeds. The Market Garden Project is a social enterprise and restoration and

development project of a 1-acre south-facing market garden within Meanwood Valley Urban Farm, with orchard, polytunnels and

greenhouse/ packing shed complex so it can be maintained in perpetuity as a hub of sustainable community food growing.

The candidate must have a few years experience of organic growing, not necessarily in a commercial capacity, but a strong

theoretical and practical experience in edible horticulture that can be evidenced. The candidate must also have some experience of

being a leader/facilitator of adults in a shared task. Lastly, the applicant must have some experience of working at a project

management or governance level in an organisation i.e. responsible for making business decisions and strategic decisions that affect

and guide the whole organisation. We ask that the applicant doesn’t take holiday in August during the busiest month of the season.

We are open to the role being a job share between 2 people; the total hours for now are 32 hours per week.  The hours available are

negotiable depending on the needs of the team so it may be that the hours can increase up to 40 hours per week. The working days

and hours themselves are flexible because the growing season is very seasonal and so are the needs of the project. The project also

wants the work schedule to reflect your personal needs and circumstances. The current Community Growers both have young

children and understand that personal circumstances are changeable. You will share in all the aspects of running the Market Garden

so that it continues to be financially viable and fulfils its charitable aims.

You will be physically fit and have the stamina to work under any weather conditions, as the role is mainly outdoors on hilly terrain. A

clean driving licence, previous experience of mechanised farm tools and  microgreens are preferred skills, but not essential. Working



with children and adults with physical and learning abilities is preferable but not essential. Experience in actively setting budgets,

daily bookkeeping, setting and meeting financial targets are also desirable but not essential.

The contract is a 10 month fixed contract initially (because you are starting 2 months into the financial year) and will be renewed as a

12 month fixed contract according to the Market Garden’s ability to reach its financial targets each year, including successfully

receiving grant funding. The Market Garden’s goal is to move away from dependence on grant funding and this year the Market

Garden is roughly receiving half its come from grants and half from trade.

Visits to the site, joining for the day as a volunteer, informal talks on the phone with the current Community Growers or other

members of staff, are actively encouraged. Details on how to do this can be found below in the ‘How to Apply for the Job?’ section.



What is the Market Garden?

The Market Garden project has been a part of the wider farm activities for over 20 years, but it was only in September 2018 that
work started in bringing it into its current form. You will be joining in the 4th season of a young but quickly growing project. The
Market Garden in 2018 was in a state of neglect, with only about 10% of the available space being used for growing, with the
remainder other poorly used or not used at all. There had been significant historical investment in a packing shed/greenhouse
complex, 4 polytunnels and some good paths, but again were in a state of neglect or disrepair. Now we are close to using most of the
bed space. The last 4 years has been a long infrastructure installation programme too, and we are still busy installing paths, retaining
walls, automated irrigation systems and will shortly put up the last planned polytunnel.

What are its ambitions?

1. To feed as many people as locally as possible.

2. To train and feed the next generation of agro-ecological and community-minded food growers by helping them overcome the

barriers to employment in food growing

3. To give as many growing food opportunities as possible to people who could not normally get them.

4. To be an important source of inspiration and awareness for the public who come to visit the farm.

5. To promote chemical-free, small-scale and person-centred market gardening, in urban areas especially, as an economically

viable and ecologically just alternative to the current food system.

6. To promote community/group market gardening as a way to feel reconnected to the earth and to others and as a way to

improve physical and mental health and well-being.



How does the Market Garden project meet the Meanwood Valley Urban Farm’s charitable objectives?

1. It runs a weekly, exciting volunteering programme that feeds and teaches its helpers: An eighth or 12.5% of all produce is given away to

anyone who helps in the market garden.

2. It gives its surplus and leftover fruit and veg to the ’waste food cafe’ Rainbow Junktion (www.rainbowjunktion.org.uk), a local ‘Pay as

You Feel’ cafe that turns otherwise waste food into delicious meals for the most vulnerable in society.

3. It feeds local households through its Community Supported Agriculture box scheme.

4. It sequesters carbon into its chemical-free soils and drastically reduces the farm’s waste by composting almost all organic waste on the

farm.

5. It supplies fruit and veg to local ethical businesses such as Leeds Bread Co-operative and to the on-site social enterprise, “Barn Cafe”.

6. It develops a 1 acre market garden to its full food-productive, ecological and recreational potential. It contributes to improving

biodiversity and mitigating the climate crisis. It provides a place that anyone can look around in and enjoy. It provides a place of wonder

and learning.

7. It provides a route to employment and training with its traineeship programme. The volunteering and traineeship programme has a

now evidenced track record of providing a route to employment into community and edible horticulture sectors.

8. It works with the Adults with Learning Disabilities Programmes to give participants a highly varied programme of activities.

9. It runs successful annual events like Apple day which the wider farm community and public can get involved with.

What is the Market Garden’s business model?
Since 2019 we’ve sold weekly family-sized veg boxes through a ‘Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) veg box scheme for the

main season (June to November) alongside selling produce to grocery shops and restaurants in Leeds. We offer a delivery service by

electric cargo bike but most suppliers pick up. We continue to grow exponentially with veg box members increasing from 8 (2019) to

20 (2020) and 43 (2021). We’ll do 60 this year.

We grow specialty salads year round, ‘the best soil-grown salad in Leeds’, and have developed a loyal customer base with local

customers and in local grocery shops & restaurants because the taste and freshness of salad grown locally and sold locally simply

can’t be replicated on a larger scale. We also sell surplus edible plants in spring at the farm. This income is paid by most members

upfront for 23 weeks in monthly instalments, eliminating any cash flow issues and providing a guaranteed income. 80% of trade

income is made from May to October, the work is very seasonal, with August and September being the busiest non-CSA trade income

month.



This year we are hoping to set up and trial a microgreens enterprise in the greenhouse and you will be involved in creating and

maintaining this new enterprise.

Finally, we also generate income by running workshops and courses throughout the year.

Branding-wise, one mile from the city centre, the farm brand is extremely strong because it's completely unique. It is the only city

farm in Leeds/Bradford, known throughout both cities and welcomes 15000+ visitors annually. The site is immediately surrounded by

residents and we maximise community participation: Veg box members invited to help grow the food they eat & we worked with 155

volunteers last year. We also work alongside a group of 7 adults with learning disabilities who have two support workers delivering a

social care contract for Leeds City Council.



Job Details

Place of Work: Meanwood Valley Urban Farm, Sugarwell Road, Leeds LS7 2QG

Salary:

Days of work:         

32 hours per week at £11.30 per hour, FTE £23504. Actual amount earnt: £18803.20

Monday to Friday, however as to be expected in such a role, while the working week is approximately 32 hours,
the working hours can lie outside regular hours, with seasonal variations.

(exact days to be confirmed upon commencement of the post)

Pension: NEST pension scheme

Leave
Entitlement:

28 days per annum pro rata including 8 days Public Holiday. (Actual holiday entitlement: 9 days).

Probationary
Period 

4 months

Reports to: Chief Executive

Responsible to:

Contract type:

Chief Executive/Management Committee

Fixed Term Contract - 10 months. June 2022 - April 2023, then renewing as a 12 month Fixed Term Contract



Main Duties and Responsibilities

● To oversee and implement the Market Garden Project, in particular the year-long fruit and vegetable growing schedule and
volunteering programme.

● To plan and budget the Market garden budget alongside the other Community Growers.
● To co-manage a small team of staff, trainees and volunteers.
● To help set up the new microgreens enterprise in the greenhouse
● To assist in the propagation of all the crops grown in the greenhouse and in the field.
● To assist in moving plants from the greenhouse to the Market Garden area.
● To assist in the weekly maintenance and harvest of crops.
● To assist in processing and packing, ready for collection and delivery, all the vegetables that form part of the various schemes

for selling or giving away surplus produce.

● To liaise with wholesale and veg box customers and maintain relationships with them.

● To repair and maintain high quality, professional market gardening tools responsibly and with due care so as to not cause
undue damage to them.

● To promote a positive and participatory atmosphere for other participants of the Market Garden Project.

● To be responsible for carrying out day-to-day crop planning tasks and creating a weekly task list that is given to all
participants.

● To relate positively with participants, supporting and encouraging them in learning new skills.

● To read and understand the relevant literature regarding the theory around organic, ecological, intensive market gardening
and the larger national small-scale growing movement.

● To assist in organising and delivering the Summer Party and Apple and Pumpkin, this will most likely be two Saturdays in July
and October.

● To be prepared to work a more full-time schedule in August in order to complete  the winter sowing and preparation,
alongside the usual duties in that month.

General Responsibilities

● To comply with the Health and Safety at Work policy and procedures at all times
● To keep people we support and yourself safe during the pandemic by following government guidelines and use of correct PPE



● To carry out other duties as required by the Line Manager
● To undertake training as part of a personal development programme
● To attend and participate in meetings, training and supervision sessions as required
● To actively promote and support MVUF’s policies on Equal Opportunities
● To comply with all MVUF policies and procedures
● To respect the confidential nature of the work and ensure that service users and carers are aware of MVUF policies relating to

access to files and to work within the appropriate information sharing protocol
● To undertake a higher-level check with the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)
● Any other duties as reasonably required.

NB: This Job Description forms part of the Contract of Employment of the person appointed to this post. It reflects the position at
the present time only and may be changed at management’s discretion in the future. As a general term of employment, the Charity
may make any necessary change in job content or may require the post holder to undertake other duties provided that such changes
are appropriate to the employee’s role. 



Person Specification 

POST: Market Garden Trainee

CRITERIA ESSENTIAL/DESIRABLE METHOD OF IDENTIFICATION

Qualifications:
 
First Aid Qualification
 
Health and Safety qualification
 
Qualification in Horticulture or related field such as Permaculture,
Agriculture, Ecology, Conservation or Biology.

 
 
Desirable
 
Desirable
 
Desirable
 

 
 
Application
 
Application
 
Application

 



Experience:
Experience of growing fruit and vegetables for a number of seasons in any
setting i.e. home, community garden, allotment, farm etc.

Physically fit enough to work full consecutive days outdoors in all weathers,
on steep slopes and confident that you can enjoy the work in these
conditions.

A good theoretical understanding of organic gardening principles and
minimal tillage principles

Experience of growing fruit and vegetables in a commercial setting

Experience of working in community garden settings or organisations that
work with community projects
 
Experience of understanding the health and safety implications of physically
demanding tasks.
 
Experiences working with young people, schools, people with learning
disabilities and the general public
 
Experience of working with and maintaining basic manual and power tools
such as electric drills and saws

Experience of working at a strategic organisational level. E.g. as a director of
a company, being self-employed, a trustee/chairperson/secretary/treasurer
in an organisation or a similar management role.

 
Essential
 
 
Essential

Essential

Desirable

Desirable

 
Essential
 

Desirable

Essential

Desirable

 
 Application/Interview
 
 
Application/Interview
 
 
 
Application/Interview

Application/Interview

Application/Interview

Application/Interview

Application/Interview

Application/Interview

Application/Interview



Knowledge, skills and abilities:
Demonstrate a commitment to follow our safeguarding policies and to
safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and vulnerable adults
and to undertake additional safeguarding training
 
Demonstrate an understanding and commitment to the aims of MVUF with
respect to its environmental, educational and social remits and objectives as
a charity
 
Full clean driving licence
 
Strong organisational and administrative skills and the ability to manage and
prioritise workload under pressure and to meet deadlines
 
People management skills and implementation of person-centred
approaches

IT skills including use of Word, and Excel and report writing
Abilities.
 
Financial Management skills

Writing successful grant applications.
 
Good written and verbal skills in order to communicate effectively,
accurately and concisely with all stakeholders an ability to create strong
trusting relationships with young people, people with learning disabilities
and the general public
 
Team player and able to consider the impact of decisions upon others

 
Essential
 
 

Essential
 
 
 
Desirable
 
Essential
 
 
Essential
 
 
Essential
 
 
Essential

Desirable
 
Essential
 
 

Essential

 
 Interview
 
 

Interview
 
 
 
Application/Interview
 
Application/Interview
 
 
 Interview
 
 
 Application/Interview
 
 
Application/Interview
 
Application/Interview
 
Application/Interview
 

 Interview



Ability to be customer focused and to enthusiastically promote the role and
work of MVUF to the public, visitors, learners and corporate groups

Confidence and skills in using social media

To be able to treat all people at the Farm with respect and maintain their
dignity at all times

Ability to show empathy and patience when supporting individuals

Essential

Desirable

Essential

Essential

 Interview

Application/Interview

Application/Interview

Application/Interview



Qualities and Behaviours: 

Desire to work in the field of professional horticulture and/or community
gardening

 Supportive of the guiding principles of Community Supported Agriculture

Ability to use initiative and to work as part of a team
 
Commitment to providing a person-centred service
 
Commitment to working in ways that challenge discrimination and exclusion
 
Commitment to helping the charity to fulfil its objectives
 
Willingness to work flexibly to meet the needs of the organisation
 
Respect for a variety of cultures, religions and lifestyles
 
Non-judgemental approach
 
Self-motivated, accountable and resourceful
 
Commitment to self-development, training and learning new skills

To carry out all duties having regard to an employee’s responsibility under
MVUF’s health and safety policies.

To understand and observe the MVUF equal opportunities policy

 

Essential
 
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential
 
Essential

Essential

Essential

 
 
Application/Interview
 
 
Interview
 
Interview
 
Interview
 
Interview
 
Interview
 
Interview
 
Interview
 
Interview
 
 Interview
 
 Interview

Interview

Interview



Summary of Employment Contract 

Length of contract: 10 months, renewing to 12 months in April 2023

Job Title: Community Grower

Responsible to: Chief Executive and Management Committee 

Hours: 32 hours per week  at £11.30 per hour

Days: Monday to Friday inclusive (particular days to be decided upon commencement of post) 

Holidays: 28 days per annum pro rata. (Actual holiday entitlement: 23 days) 

Probationary period: 4 weeks

Salary: £23504 per annum, pro rata. Actual pay: £18803.20

Farm policies: Post holder to comply with all Farm policies and procedures particularly Safeguarding and Health & Safety 

The following requirements are essential with this role

A satisfactory enhanced DBS Vetting 

Confidentiality is a crucial aspect of this position. Details in respect of staff, management committee and students should not be
released to anyone unless authorised by the Chief Executive or Management Committee.



How to apply for the job 

The timeline for this recruitment is as follows:

Closing date: Midnight Friday 27th May 2022

Shortlisting: Monday 30th  May 2022

Interviews: Friday 3rd June 2022

Starting date: w/c 6th or 13th June 2022

If you are shortlisted for an interview, you will be notified by telephone and email on 30th May 2022. You will have until 5pm
Wednesday 1st June to reply with your interview preference time.

For an informal discussion about the role, to join for the day as a volunteer, to visit the site, please send an email to veg@mvuf.org.uk

or call Ben on 07922513704 or Luke on 07542437755. Visits are actively encouraged.

A completed application form must be sent to veg@mvuf.org.uk

The closing date for applications is at midnight Friday 27th May 2022. You must be available for an interview, online or in-person, on
Friday 3rd June.

mailto:veg@mvuf.org.uk


What is Meanwood Valley Urban Farm?
Meanwood Valley Urban Farm (The Farm) is a busy educational farm and was one of the first three city farms in the UK and was

registered as a charity in 1980. It began with two small fields and a few animals and has developed into a site of over 27 acres with

13 paid members of staff. 

It comprises meadows, pastures, market and ornamental gardens, woodland and a variety of wildlife habitats. 

The Charity’s Objectives
1. To provide recreational facilities and green space for recreation and other leisure-time occupation in the interests of social welfare

with the object of improving the conditions of life, providing connection and wellbeing for those living or working in Meanwood,

Leeds and surrounding areas [hereafter known as the “area of benefit”], for the public benefit.

2. To promote the importance of restoring, maintaining and increasing biodiversity, our ecological impact, environmental awareness,

and sustainable agriculture and horticulture, through the education of visitors and wider audiences through online platforms, for the

public benefit.

3. For the public benefit, promote, sustain and increase individual and collective knowledge and understanding of sustainable

agricultural and conservation principles including animal welfare, food production, and impacts on nature and ecology through both

formal and informal education for all ages and abilities within the area of benefit.

4. To provide opportunities for education including personal and vocational skills development amongst those in need from the area

of benefit, including young people and adults from disadvantaged backgrounds or with physical, cognitive or sensory impairments,

for the public benefit.



5. To promote improvement to mental and physical health through a community programme of recreational and therapeutic

activities and focussing on services for people from the area of benefit including those with physical, cognitive or sensory

impairments; and those living with mental health issues, for the public benefit.

These objectives are fulfilled through a variety of activities that provide facilities for service users, the local community and
beyond. 

The Farm seeks to engage with local communities by inviting visitors to visit the Farm between 10:00 am and 4:00 pm every day of
the year and by arranging events. 

The Farm seeks to educate visitors by demonstrating:

• ethical and sustainable methods of farming animals and offering a sample of the variety of breeds found in the UK including
some rare or at-risk breeds 
• organic and sustainable methods of growing vegetables and fruit and applying the same principles to the ornamental gardens 

• developing and managing a variety of wildlife habitats 

• environmental responsibility through conservation, recycling and sustainable activities. 

Meanwood Valley Urban Farm is a busy educational farm and has 6 main programmes that fulfil its charitable
objectives

ReConnect

This is a programme offered to young people experiencing difficulty in the classroom environment. In partnership with their
school, students attend the Farm one or two days a week for a term or full academic year 

ReConnect+ -

This is a  programme offered to young adults between 19 and 26 undertaking a variety of tasks with the Education Team 

HOOF



This is a programme offered to adults with learning disabilities who join either the Animal Care team or the Horticulture Team. 

Schools

These are environmental education visits led by a member of the Education Team undertaking curriculum-related activities. There is
also an Incubation Scheme with local primary schools and after the chicks are hatched, they are returned to the Farm.

Community Events and Celebration

A number of events are organised throughout the year including Easter Eggstravaganza, Summer Fayre & Duck Race, Seeking Santa
and Carol Service Under the Barn. In addition, a number of third-party events are hosted including Meanwood Fest. 

Market Garden Volunteering Programme

The Market Garden Project - what happened in 2021?

The volunteering and traineeship programme

Volunteering at the market garden helped 3 volunteers find their way into growing food for their livelihood.

Rhian and Louisa were both committed volunteers during the various lockdowns and beyond. We are happy to say that, as a result of their

volunteering in the Market Garden, they have been able to find work in edible horticulture. Rhian is now the Head Grower at Kirkstall Valley Farm

CSA, a new urban market garden in Leeds that grows food direct to locals with volunteer support. Louisa became a grower at RHS Harlow Carr

and is now a part of the Kitchen Garden Team at Rudding estate in Harrogate. An excerpt from Rhian’s testimony (full testimonies below):

“Volunteering at Meanwood Valley Market Garden has provided me with invaluable experience in running a small-scale horticulture

project…and gave me the boost I needed to apply for a paid role as a grower with a new urban farm in Kirkstall, Leeds.”

We learnt  in November 2021 another volunteer Tom was accepted as an Assistant Grower with Fruit Works Co-operative. He found this work as

a direct result of volunteering at the Market Garden.

Silvie’s traineeship leads to community garden success

Funding received from Finnis Scott Foundation created the first ever 6-month traineeship with Silvie from April - October 2021. Silvie inished  her

2-day a week traineeship with the Market Garden and then got a job as Wibsey Community Gardens Grower in Bradford. This is the most



successful outcome we could have hoped for! Her testimony says that “...It’s given me the confidence in growing food at a larger scale than I

previously had and enabled me to get a job as a grower at a community garden in Bradford. I hope to be able to take my experience at

Meanwood Valley Urban Farm and implement a box scheme at the community garden.”

Critical infrastructure installation and polytunnel restoration well under way

Over the winter of 2021, in the midst of another lockdown, the market garden team was busy restoring polytunnels to their former glory and

even improving the original design. We solved rot issues that had caused deterioration in the first place. Thanks to the skill of two invaluable

volunteers, Rob and Simon, the framing was lovingly installed. It was a huge effort by all the volunteers though to do the dozens of tasks to get

the tunnels ready in such colder than usual conditions.. We had to be ready for the very rare, perfectly still and warm day in April to put the skin

on the polytunnel. We had a tight schedule to finish the restoration before May, so that tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers and chard could be

planted as soon as possible, from broken polytunnel to productive beds, but we did it!

The polytunnel restoration has enabled us to grow 300kg of tomatoes, over 1000 cucumbers, 200 peppers and 60kg of chard this season and, of

course, helped us produce vegetables for the foreseeable future!

Path building, retaining walls, installing irrigation systems

Path building was once again a prominent winter 2021 task and major path building was done, which has made the market garden so much more

accessible for everyone - the growers with wheelbarrows, the public, children and those with physical disabilities.

Building the market garden ‘Arc’

Although not directly related to the spending of the grant from February Foundation, we were lucky to receive funding to build a multifunctional,

inspirational market garden structure called ‘the Arc’ made from green roundwood timber sourced from 30 miles away. The whole structure was

built with volunteers at the farm, and the project designed, managed and led by an apprentice roundwood timber framer.  Volunteers, after

restrictions had been removed, took part in a ‘raise the roof’ weekend where the whole timber structure was assembled in one go!

Apple and pumpkin day - October 2021

Apple day was such a wonderful day! The funding made sure that staff, dozens of volunteers, 90 schoolchildren from Westerton Primary School,

the adults with learning disabilities groups and veg box subscribers, at least 150 people, could participate in juicing and pressing. Everyone was



able to drink apple juice and take it away, fresh from the press. Even MP Hilary Benn got involved! The funding also helped to keep the

community spirit strong and acknowledge everyone’s efforts with an evening of celebrations: Food served in our own pumpkins, fire, music and

words of gratitude in the evening kept us very merry indeed.

Online shop

The market garden has built successfully built an online webshop with the help of a skilled volunteer - you can look at it here:

www.meanwoodfarm.shop

Why is it needed?
Globally, we are in the midst of an interconnected climate crisis & food crisis; both a crisis of growers & eaters. The world produces enough food,

in terms of macronutrients, to feed 10 billion people, yet 2 billion people go hungry &/or are malnourished. Global food production accounts for

a quarter of all greenhouse gas emissions, is the main cause of the destruction of existing biodiverse habitats & wastes 25% of all it produces.

Carbon-sequestering, waste-eliminating & chemical-free solutions must be found quickly.

The UK farming sector is dwindling & ageing; the ever skyrocketing price of land (from a broken land ownership system) & a lack of structured,

skilled opportunities prevents a new generation of sustainable growers from emerging. Young people, especially people with significant learning

disabilities, are simply not taught about growing food as a valued & viable livelihood. Yet there are a swelling number of young people wanting to

put their energy & passion towards changing the food system. To draw on this incredible potential we must start removing the barriers they face

& support them with comprehensive training, access to land & financial support.

Nationally, the UK finds itself in the midst of an obesity and weight-related health issues epidemic, partly fuelled by an overabundance of cheap,

energy dense but nutrient-poor food, resulting in up to 10 - 15% of all adult men and women deficient in the most important micronutrients.

Locally, the market garden finds itself immediately surrounded  by 6 LSOAS  in the top 10% and 20% of the Multiple deprivation index,  in the

Hyde Park and Woodhouse and Chapel Allerton council wards; some of the most deprived areas in the country.  These areas experience high

levels of premature death through poor physical and mental health and a poor quality of outdoor environment. This is manifested partly through

a high proportion of fast food outlets versus the number of fresh produce outlets.

http://www.meanwoodfarm.shop


We are also living through a global health pandemic that seriously tested the resilience of the UK’s food system’s overreliance on supermarket

supply chains, in which shelves were emptied and in which millions were unable to get food through their usual outlet, turning to more local or

alternative food distribution schemes, such as us.

The market garden project has shown itself to be resilient to these current crises and to be a solution to problems of climate change, food

distribution and supply. During successive lockdowns, local businesses closed but the market garden was overwhelmed by demand from

households and turned itself quickly to supplying direct to local people through its expanded box scheme, local deliveries and farm-gate sales,

resulting in more bellies fed and more food produced than ever before. It achieved this with the help of dozens of volunteers, eager to be part of

feeding the locality and eager to reap the physical and mental health benefits of meaningful, safe, key work during lockdown.















Silvie’s Testimony - October 2021

Traineeship at Meanwood Valley Market Garden April - October 2021

Expectations

I expected the traineeship at MVUF to be a time & place to gain and improve on existing skills and knowledge of growing food at a

market garden scale for wholesale and a CSA veg box scheme in an urban/Northern setting. I hoped to learn about the management

and running of a market garden including the production of a variety of fruits & veg from propagation to harvest. I was particularly

interested in learning from the experience of Ben and Luke at MVUF because the project is relatively young and growing.

What I did and learnt



During my traineeship I’ve learnt much about the overall infrastructure needed at a market garden and learnt new skills such as

implementing irrigation systems. I’ve followed the process of growing crops from nursery propagation, germination, transplanting,

bed preparation, growing undercover and in the field, maintaining and observing crops right through to harvesting and processing.

Through this process I’ve learnt how to use various tools & machinery including soil-blockers, broadforks, a rotavator, flame weeder

& seeders. I’ve been able to observe a variety of plants from propagation to harvest whilst recording the data on sheets to learn

about crop timings.

Whilst working with volunteers I’ve been able to support them with tasks from knowledge that I’ve learnt at the market garden. The

experience of spending time working alongside people who come from a variety of backgrounds with different interests and ways of

living has been inspiring.

Found horticultural work

My experience on the farm has given me an insight into what is required to run a market garden at commercial scale, It’s given me

the confidence in growing food at a larger scale than I previously had and enabled me to get a job as a grower at a community garden

in Bradford. I hope to be able to take my experience at MVUF and implement a box scheme at the community garden and expand the

production and sales on site. I will also share my learnt skills and knowledge with others to encourage food growing.

Future traineeships

For future traineeships my feedback would be that I think it would be useful for trainees to be at the farm for 3 or 4 days rather than

2 to gain experience of things that may happen on the other days. I also think it would be valuable for it to start a month or so earlier

so that more experience of propagation can be gained, other than those points the traineeship has been totally enjoyable and such a

wonderful experience and has really set me up on my journey as a food grower.


